3 Fit a polynomial to the data, either frequency or time domain and return the polynomial coefficents as a python list. inc is the spacing between data points either in time or frequency. buf.gm(width='line broadening', pts='window size', | angle='radial sampling angle', time='sparse sampled time points') Gaussian multiply window function. Width is the line broadening in hertz, supplied as a tuple for each dimension in coevolved data. pts are the number of points the window function is applied to. angle is the optional radial sampling angle if the function is applied to radial sampled data. time defines the sampling time points for sparse sampled data. buf.hilbert() Hilbert transform. This function performs a Hilbert transform to generate the imaginary component from a real buffer. The resulting buffer is complex. buf.ifft() Inverse Fourier transform of frequency domain data to the time domain. buf.kw(shape='Kaiser window shape parameter', pts='window size'| angle='radial sampling angle', time='sparse sampled time points') Kaiser window apodization. The default value of pts is the number of complex points (np not td) in the buffer. If the data is coevolved and has a higher order number of quadrature components shape and pts are supplied as tuples with a value for each dimension. Angle is the optional radial samling buf.leftshift(pts='number of shifted points') Shift all points to the left by the selected number of pts. Points that are shifted to the left of zero are deleted and the point at position greater than (np-pts) are set to zero. buf.linebaseline(blpts='baseline points used for fitting') Linear baseline correction by fitting a line to the selected baseline points (blpts) and subtracting the fit values from the data values. buf.lp(coeffs='number of linear prediction coefficients', pts='number of complex points to predict', mode='inv, svd or fb') Forward Linear Prediction using the selected mode to solve for the selected number of linear prediction coefficients, coeffs. The available modes are matrix inversion (inv), singular value decomposition (svd) or forwardbackward using singular value decomposition (fb). pts indicates the number of points to predict and mode defines the method that is used to solve for the linear prediction coefficients. buf.phase(zero='zero order correction',| first='first order correction', pivot='spectrum pivot point')
Online Resource 1: Al NMR Member Functions with keywords and descriptions
Al NMR Processing Functions buf.abs() Convert each data point to its absolute value. buf.complex() Convert interleaved, real and imaginary, data to complex data. Prior to conversion to complex it is assumed that the data first point, and every other element, are the real components while the second, and others, are the imaginary components of the data vector returned. buf.conjugate() Take the complex conjugate of each element in the FID. This negates the imaginary component of the complex data. buf.conv(winsize='window size', type='filter type') Convolution water suppression. window size is the number of data points surrounding the current point that are averaged and subtracted from the current point. type is the convolution filter weighting type, valid options are square, Gaussian or xxx. buf.em(hertz='line broadening', pts='window size', | angle='radial sampling angle', time='sparse sampled time points ') Multiply the data by an exponential decay to achieve line broadening by the specified hertz. value. The default value of pts is the number of points (np not td) in the buffer. Both hertz and pts are supplied as a tuple for sparsely sampled data corresponding to the number of coevolved dimensions. angle is the optional radial sampling angle is the function is used on radial sampled data. time defines the sampling time points for sparse sampled data. buf.exchange() Exchange the real and imaginary components of each complex data points in a FID. buf.fft() Fast Fourier transform. The function assumes that the passed data is complex. If the data is real the imaginary component is set to zero. The resulting frequency domain data vector is in decreasing frequency order (sw/2 to -sw/2), where the center point has a zero frequency offset. buf.firstpt(correction='first point multiplier')
Multiply the first data point by the supplied correction factor to account for baseline offset resulting from the unequal area of the first point integral. This function is equivalent to:
[1]*0.5], where 0.5 is the correction factor. This function multiples all quadrature components by the same factor. buf.fitpoly(order='polynomial order',inc='data point increment') Spectrum polynomial baseline correction. The function fits a polynomial of the selected order to the selected baseline points, blpts. The baseline points are supplied as a Python list and do not need to be sequential. The best fit polynomial is subtracted from each data point. buf.polysub(order='polynomial order', sw='sweep width in hz') Polynomial water suppression. This function fits a polynomial, of the selected order, to every data point in the FID and subtracts the resulting fit polynomial from the FID reducing the strong signal at the carrier. buf.reduce() Reduce a complex buffer data to a real buffer data by discarding the imaginary component. buf.resize(first='first data pt', term='terminating data pt')
Resize the data to the bounds defined by first and term. Note that the resized data point includes the first point and up to but not including the terminal data point.
buf.reverse()
Reverse the order of the data.
buf.rightshift(pts='number of shifted points')
Shift all points to the right by the selected number of pts. Points that are shifted past the end of the FID are deleted. The pts at the beginning of the FID are set to zero. buf.roll(pts='number of pts')
Move each point to the right by the supplied number of points, pts. Data points at the end will be moved to the front. buf.sb(shift='sinebell shift', pts='window size'| angle='radial sampling angle', time='sparse sampled time points') Shifted sinebell apodization. The sinebell shift, shift, is supplied in degrees. The default value of pts is the number of points (np not td) in the buffer. Both shift and pts are supplied as tuples in the case of coevolved data. The optional parameters angle and time are used for radial and sparse sampled data respectively. buf.ss(shift='sinebell shift',| pts='window size', angle='radial sampling angle', time='sparse sampled time points') Shifted sinebell squared apodization. The sinebell shift, shift, is supplied in degrees. The default value of pts is the number of points (np not td) in the buffer. Both shift and pts are supplied as tuples in the case of coevolved data. The optional parameters angle and time are used for radial and sparse sampled data respectively. buf.states_correct(d1='True',d2='False',...)
Correct for Bruker States-TPPI indirect dimension acquisition mode data.
When the default implementation of States-TPPI is used on Bruker spectrometers the receiver is not concomitantly incremented and the resulting spectrum is shifted if a correction isn't made. In the case of complex data this function multiplies all of the even data points by -1. In turn the spectrum is shifted by ¼ of the sweep width. This function is amenable to coevolved data and acts according to the flags indicating the dimension that will be corrected. For example, d1=False and d2=True indicates the second coevolved dimension will be corrected and multiplies pts 5-8 and corresponding points by -1. If both dimension need correction d1=True and d2=True pts 3-6 and corresponding points are multipled by -1. buf.zerofill(pts='final data size np')
Append the appropriate number of zeros to the fid to make the resulting FID the specified size of pts. The returned data type is equivalent to the original type. buf.2DFT( time='coevolved time points', w1='frequency domain 1 values', w2='frequency domain 2 values' |, p01,p11,p02,p12)
Direct two-dimensional Fourier transform. The data in buf is assumed to be in the appropriate order, rr,ir,ri,ii, for the function to work correctly. time indicates the time increments used for the coevolved dimensions. These values are supplied as a list of tuples, where each tuple has a value for each of the dimensions coevolved. w1 and w2 are the frequency values that the output matrix spans. The final optional values represent the zero and first order phase correction values for the two dimensions respectively. buf.2DFTp, buf.2DFTm(angle='radial sampling angle', sw1='first radial dimen. sweep width', sw2='second radial dim. sweep width' ,w1='frequency domain 1 values' ,w2='frequency domain 2 values', | p01,p11,p02,p12)
Single ridge two dimensional Fourier transformation for radial sampled data. The 2DFTp function produces the positive sloped ridge spectrum and 2DFTm produces the negative sloped ridge spectrum. Both functions use the arguments listed for the 2DFTm function. angle indicates the radial sampling angle that the data was sampled with, sw1 and sw2 are the sweep widths that the data was collected with for the two radial sampled dimensions. w1 and w2 are the frequency values that final matrix spans. The final optional values represent the zero and first order phase correction values for the two dimensions respectively. A two-dimensional memory matrix is returned from the function. buf.quad(comps='number of quadrature components')
Convert real data that is the interleaved quadrature components of sparse sampled data to quaterion or higher order data. This is the equivalent of converting interleaved real and imaginary points to complex points for sparsely sampled data. comps sets the number of quadrature components that the buffer component is converted to. buf.voronoi(timepts='sampling time points') Voronoi tessellation data weighting. timepts are the indirect dimensions sampled time points in the same order as the data in the buffer. Timepoints are included as a python list, where each element of the list is a tuple of two elements. The first tuple element is the incremented time value for the first dimension and the second element is the incremented time value for the second coevolved dimension. The tessellation areas are calculated using the qhull program. mat.reference(dim='reference dimension', field='spectrometer base freq', sw='sweep width in ppm', ref='center point shift in ppm', name='dimension label name'
Reference an Al matrix file to the appropriate range of chemical shifts. dim is the dimension that is referenced, note to reference the first dimension dim is set to zero. field is the base frequency of the spectrometer for the selected nuclei in megahertz, sw is the dimensions sweep width in ppm and name is the label that is displayed for the dimension on the plot. mat.vectdim(dim='dimension vector mode will act on') Set the dimension for vector mode to act on. The first dimension of the matrix is one. mat.get_pt(d1,d2,d3,…)
Read a single point from the matrix. dn values are the matrix points to read. Valid values are 0 through td-1. A floating point value is returned. mat.get_vector(d1,d2,d3,…)
Read a selected vector from the matrix and return an Al buffer. Each dimension is supplied as integers ranging from 0 to td-1. The vector dimension is supplied as a negative one (-1). mat.set_pt(val='new value', (d1,d2,d3,…)) Set a matrix point to the new value val. The coordinates of the selected point are supplied as a tuple of integers. Like the get_pt function valid values are 0 through td-1. mat.set_vector(buf='new buffer', (d1,d2,d3,…)) Set a vector in the matrix to the real values of buf. Again the coordinates of the vector are supplied as a tuple that includes a -1 for the vector dimension. The size of the new buffer must be equal to the size of the matrix's dimension that is being set else an error is returned. mat.write2D(memmat='2D memory matrix',(d1,d2,d3,…)) Write a two-dimensional memory matrix into a nD matrix file. The coordinates are supplied as a tuple and a -1 indicates the two dimensions the plane spans. mat.write3D(memmat='3D memory matrix',(d1,d2,d3,…)) Write a three-dimenisonal memory matrix into a nD matrix file. Three of the coordinate values are set to -1 to indicate what dimensions the memory matrix spans. add(mat1='Al matrix', mat2='Al matrix' | outmat='output mat') Add two matrix together on a point basis. This function is the equivalent to the back-projection method for radial sampling. mat1 and mat2 are the input matrices. Both matrices must be the same size. An optional third parameter outmat specifies if a new matrix is created and returned by the function in its absence or writes the resulting matrix into the specified matrix. Online Resource 3: (3,2) Radial Sampled HNCA Processing Script #(3,2)Radial Sampled HNCA processing script """ This data set was collected using a separate experiment for each of the sampling angles. The acquisition dimension of each sampling angle data sets is first processed. Then the indirect, coevolved, dimensions are processed with the 2DFT. Finally, all of the spectra are compared using the Lower value comparison. """ import time t1=time.time() d1=1024 d2=256 d3=256 datapath = "D:/alnmr_process/data/expname/" matpath = "D:/alnmr_process/matrix/expname/" matname = "radhnca_" expnum= [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] angles= [5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85] for n in range(len(angles)): [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] angles= [5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85] #process all of the angle data sets for n in range(len(angles)): 
